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Audio playback for Linux on Chromebooks arrives in latest Chrome OS 74 Dev Channel release[5]

Google released version 74.0.3713.0 to the Chrome OS 74 Dev Channel on Monday and there
are over 500 mentions of ?Crostini?, the project that brought Linux support to Chromebooks.
I?m still poring through the changelog, but I immediately noticed a mention of audio support.
I tested it, and after a few commands in the Terminal as well as a few reboots, I got it to work.

Announcing Maru 0.6 Okinawa [6]

I am excited to announce Maru 0.6 "Okinawa"!1
It has been a while since we've seen a new Maru release but I promise the wait was well worth

it. Let's dive into some of the major changes that make this release so exciting.
[...]
As you can probably tell, these were rather limiting requirements. The number of devices with
HDMI support is already small, but to make matter worse, the latest Nexus and Google
devices dropped HDMI after the Nexus 5. That basically left Maru running on the Nexus 5 and
the Nexus 7 (2013), which were our only officially supported devices for a long time. Clearly,
if Maru wants to remain relevant it has to move past these limitations.
In Maru 0.6 Okinawa, the game completely changes. I am very happy to say that we have a
number of key improvements in this release that completely remove these requirements, laying
the foundation to run Maru on nearly any Android device.

Maru 0.6 released [7]
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